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Abstract 
Many projects have looked at how communities can co-design shared online repositories, 
such as Wikimapia and Wikipedia. However, little work has examined how local 
communities can give advice and support to their members by creating context-aware 
reminders that may include advice, tips and small requests. We developed the Community 
Reminder environment, a smartphone-based platform that supports community members to 
design and use context-aware reminders. We have conducted a one-month field study of 
Community Reminder to crowdsource and deliver safety-relevant information in a local 
community. The results show the benefits of involving community members in reminder 
design and connecting different perspectives. We also show that the proposed approach can 
broaden participation in local communities. 
 

1  Introduction 
Improving local communities can require costs and efforts beyond the capacities of local 
governments or a small number of experts. Citizen participation has been a focal point of 
discussion as a way to overcome the limitations to traditional approaches for improving the 
quality of life in local communities. Conventional methods for citizen participation include 
various types of face-to-face meetings and activities, which can require substantial 
commitments to participate. Mobile crowdsourcing as a means of lightweight pervasive 
collaboration and communication has the potential to change the landscape of participatory 
tools in community settings.  
 
Most of the conventional mobile crowdsourcing tools require users to “pull” tasks 
reminiscent of its desktop counterpart. However, many crowdsourcing tasks for local 
communities can be tied to specific locations and contexts. Making meaningful contributions 
to local communities would thus require participants to remember to “pull” tasks at the 
right contexts, which can be extremely cognitively demanding and consequently impractical. 
In this context, one may opt for active mechanisms to remind citizens of relevant tasks 
based on context-aware computing. Currently, there are no established tools, processes or 
practices for integrating active reminder-based mobile crowdsourcing in local community 
environments although they have significant potential to activate lightweight contributions 
in all kinds of indoor and outdoor environments, broaden participation to many people 
including passers-by, and connect different viewpoints, knowledge, and feelings within and 
across the boundaries of local communities.  
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In this paper we present and evaluate Community Reminder, a system designed to allow 
community members to create contextual reminders for other members in the community. 
While many projects have looked at how communities can design shared online repositories, 
such as Wikimapia (Wikimapia, n.d.) and Wikipedia (Wikipedia Foundation, n.d.), little 
work has examined how local communities can give advice and support to their members by 
creating context-aware reminders that may include advice, tips and small requests. For 
example, context-aware reminders can deliver messages such as “it’s raining and the road in 
this area gets flooded easily. Better to change your route” or “car stolen here last week. Did 
you see suspicious people lately?” 
 
The crucial characteristic for effective context-aware reminders is the ability to foresee 
relevant situations. Thus, we argue for a system that exploits a participatory approach to 
create and use contextual reminders. A key differentiation between our proposed idea and 
conventional systems for sharing information in the local community (e.g., LOCQL (LOCQL, 
n.d.) and Naver KiN 'here' (Park et al., 2014)) is that the latter require proactive searching 
and do not necessary react to users’ context.  
 
Existing context-aware reminders such as Nixle (Everbridge, n.d.) focus on the mechanisms 
to trigger reminders rather than the process to create reminders. In practice, a “curator” 
would have to define the contents and behaviors of reminders in many cases. This approach 
does not necessarily scale, as an expert is needed to create reminders. Also, these are 
usually one-way information channels (i.e., users just “consume” contents, and they cannot 
generate contents). Therefore, it is not easy to transfer a system to a different local 
community. Furthermore, a “curator” may not be aware of local information and knowledge 
that are critical to integrate context-aware reminders into community-centric mobile 
crowdsourcing environments. We thus take advantage of communities and discuss how 
people create and receive reminders in relation to collective concerns of a community.  
 
The key research question we address is how communities can, through a participatory 
process, develop valuable contextual reminders for other members of the community so as to 
improve their living environments together. We iterated the design of a context-aware 
reminder system by maintaining frequent contact with the members of a local community, 
and developed the system by integrating a participatory design tool and mobile clients. 
Acknowledging the diversity of local community members in terms of the motivation to 
participate as well as the familiarity with information technologies, the system welcomes 
different types of participants, some of whom carry out small pieces of work using 
smartphones such as answering short questions or taking photos in response to contextual 
reminders while others collaboratively design reminders as active volunteers of the 
community. In addition, we developed an intuitive paper-based input technology so that 
community members can create reminders regardless of their levels of familiarity with 
information technologies. The system we describe allows members of a community to create 
reminders including advice, tips and crowdsourcing tasks through a participatory process, 
and in doing so strengthen the ties in communities, encourage members of the community to 
become active in local matters, and of course provide helpful advice to members of the 
community.  
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We evaluate the system based on design case studies and a one-month field study in a local 
community in Ibaraki prefecture, Japan. The first design case study utilized the 
participatory design tool to capture local knowledge from the members of the community 
while the second design case study exploited existing information on a website. The field 
study evaluated how the residents of the community used and experienced the two sets of 
reminders that were produced in the case studies.  
 
The results show the benefits of using both sets of reminders. The reminders created by the 
community members can better fit particular local contexts and generate more empathy. 
The reminders that are based on existing information are more general and often easier to 
create, yet they were perceived as having the comparable potential to contribute to the local 
community, and may introduce external viewpoints that tend to be overlooked by locals. We 
thus argue for complementary uses of different design methods to integrate the different 
benefits and perspectives, thereby enabling the provision of meaningful advice, tips and 
mobile crowdsourcing requests in local communities. Moreover, we show that our system 
allows for broader participation than traditional approaches to community participation 
without context-aware mobile crowdsourcing.  
 

2  Related Work 
2.1. Participatory Data Collection and Sharing Tools 
As existing systems and research projects have demonstrated, participatory computational 
tools can provide a number of benefits to local communities. FixMyStreet (FixMyStreet, 
n.d.) and SeeClickFix (SeeClickFix, n.d.) are websites for local citizens to report issues such 
as potholes and broken streetlights. These websites may connect citizens and the people who 
can help address their issues, including administrative authorities in the area (FixMyStreet, 
n.d.). Geowiki has allowed cyclists to share useful knowledge that is not available elsewhere 
(Priedhorsky and Terveen, 2008). Le Dantec et al. (2015) use the data collected by cyclists to 
inform urban planning processes. Gallacher et al. (2015) propose tangible questionnaire, 
which is a physical box and set-up in a specific place. In disaster situations, people 
increasingly use volunteered geographic information (Goodchild and Glennon, 2010), and 
crisis mapping platforms like Ushahidi (Ushahidi, n.d.), which allows citizens to share 
information about human and material support, road conditions, safety, and so on. In 
addition, many participatory platforms allow citizens to collect sensing data such as the 
data about air quality, watersheds, transportation environments, parks, university 
campuses, and urban safety (Aubry et al., 2014; Christin et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013; 
Manzoor et al., 2014; Misra et al., 2014; Reddy et al., 2010; Willett et al., 2010). People can 
use mobile devices to share valuable data along with relevant location information as 
Burrell et al. (2002) have shown in the study of a mobile guide application for university 
campus tours. Although these participatory data collection and sharing tools have 
successfully demonstrated their usefulness, they focus on a simple mode of participation 
based on data collection, thereby leaving a wide range of opportunities unexplored without 
explicitly supporting local communities to participate in the processes to create tasks, 
triggers and tools.  
 
It is crucial to incentivize users effectively in participatory data collection and sharing 
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environments based on crowdsourcing. Incentive mechanisms in crowdsourcing systems 
either use extrinsic or intrinsic motivators (Kaufmann et al., 2011). Extrinsic motivation is 
basically payment and is the de facto incentive mechanism for many crowdsourcing 
platforms including MTurk (Amazon, n.d.) and Upwork (Upwork Global, n.d.). However, 
while payment has been successful in crowdsourcing with local communities (Hosio et al., 
2014), sustained user engagement is more likely to happen when using intrinsic motivators 
(Kaufmann et al., 2011). Some examples of intrinsic motivators that have been successfully 
leveraged by crowdsourcing deployments to elicit contributions from local communities 
include altruism (Goncalves et al., 2013a), psychological empowerment (Goncalves et al., 
2014a), contextual cues (Goncalves et al., 2013b), gamification (Goncalves et al., 2014b), and 
other enjoyment-based and community-based factors (Kaufmann et al., 2011). 
 
2.2. Designing Tasks, Triggers, and Tools in Context-Aware Applications  
Existing projects have proposed models and systems to make context-aware applications 
useful and usable by supporting end-users to design different aspects of the environments. 
One of the earliest examples is the context-aware reminder environment called 
CybreMinder (Dey and Abowd, 2000). It is based on the Context Toolkit (Dey, Abowd, and 
Salber, 2001) and allows individual users to design and receive reminders. The Context 
Toolkit itself supports software developers to build context-aware applications easily. In a 
similar vein, Henricksen and Indulska (2006) propose a set of relevant models and 
techniques to support the development processes of context-aware applications. Alt et al. 
(2010) propose a location-aware mobile crowdsourcing platform in which individual users 
can design location-based crowdsourcing tasks. In this platform, crowdsourcing workers 
“pull” crowdsourcing tasks from a web server based on their locations. Location-based social 
Q&A services such as LOCQL (LOCQL, n.d.) and NaverKiN ‘here’ (Park et al., 2014) 
similarly allow individual users to design location-based requests. Curated City is a website 
that allows individuals to create a guide for exploring a city (Cranshaw et al., 2014).  
 
There are systems that allow users to design more fundamental aspects of context-aware 
systems. For example, Sensr (Kim et al., 2013) is an authoring environment for citizen 
science that enables people without programming skills to build mobile data collection tools. 
IFTTT (IFTTT, n.d.) allows users to define personal triggers by themselves, and a similar 
trigger-action environment has been used in smart home environments as well (Woo and 
Lim, 2015). These models and systems support individual users to design tasks, triggers or 
tools, however, without explicitly supporting collaboration in local communities, which is 
crucial to cope with ‘wickedness’ of problems in cities and neighborhoods. 
 
2.3. Participatory Approaches for Local Communities 
Approaches to designing for the integration of computational and community environments 
include user-centered approach (i.e., “user as subject”) and participatory approach (i.e., 
“user as partner”). The user-centered approach uses citizen participation for extracting 
vision for the community and design codes. Contextual Inquiry has been used to design an 
urban social navigation system (Bilandzic et al., 2008). Tang et al. (2011) have used rapid 
prototyping tools to find and correct design problems early. Taylor et al. (2014) have 
proposed insight journalism to provide insights and inspire new technology designs.  
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Participatory approaches have been exploited to develop software for local communities. 
Examples include community informatics projects (Carroll and Rosson, 2007; Carroll and 
Rosson, 2013; Han et al., 2014; Sabiescu et al., 2014), public service design (Bradwell and 
Marr, 2008; Cook, 2013), urban planning (Arias et al., 2000), as well as location-based 
games (Björgvinsson et al., 2010). In addition, participatory approaches have been used to 
design ubicomp-supported visitor experiences in a historic English country estate 
(Hornecker et al., 2006), and to design a participatory application in public transit 
environments (Yoo et al., 2010). Sasao and Konomi (2014) have proposed workshop-based 
environments to support participatory design of urban applications. Moreover, web-based 
creative crowdsourcing services such as Neighborland (Neighborland, n.d.) and OpenIDEO 
(OpenIDEO, n.d.) attempt to generate good solutions by exploiting the creativity of a large 
number of participants.  
 
The participatory approaches can provide opportunities for informed participation and 
connect different stakeholders (Arias et al., 2000; Botero and Saad-Sulonen, 2010). 
Moreover, in the area of participatory design, the notion of co-design has been discussed in 
relation to the creativity of designers and people not trained in design working together in 
the design development process (Sanders and Stappers, 2008). This notion enables an 
approach in which community members play a large role in ubiquitous service design as 
experts of their experiences in the community. It has been used to design healthcare, 
telecom, and logistics services (Steen, Manschot, and De Koning, 2011). Sabiescu, et al. 
(2014) has used the approach to design communication tools for empowering minority 
groups as well as ICT solutions for tourists. Our work is inspired by these developments, 
and, as far as we know, a first major effort to explore participatory processes for contextual 
reminders in local communities, employing participatory workshops for designing 
contextual reminders. 
 

3  Context of the Study  
Our study took place in a suburban community in Ibaraki prefecture in Japan. We contacted 
this community through our acquaintance, and iterated the design of our system by 
maintaining frequent contact with the members of this community from January 2014 till 
September 2014. We collected information about the community through a comprehensive 
literature survey and interviews. We also conducted ethnographic observations as we focus 
on safety issues in this community, and organized two focus groups involving local 
anti-crime patrol members. Overall, we gathered information about the geographical, 
historical, and social context of this community, including the details about voluntary 
activities by citizen groups and their motivations.  
 
3.1. Overview of the Local Community 
The local community has the population of about 4,500 and the area less than 1km2. A wide 
main road with few pedestrian crossings divides the community into eastern and western 
segments and there are rather frequent traffic accidents on this road.  
 
The major regional development in the 1970’s divided the residents into newcomers and 
long-term residents. The newcomers and the long-term residents are different 
demographically in terms of age, occupation, and family structures, and they have little 
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communication with each other.  
 
This local community did not have its own residents association for some time. In 1991, a 
group of citizens who were concerned about the scarcity of community engagement in this 
area created a residents association. However, only 12.8% residents participate in the 
residents association as of 2015, and they do not have an efficient means of sharing 
information and relies on “circular notice” which is manually passed around from one 
household to another and face-to-face communications (e.g., at a local event). This leads to 
perceived insufficiency of communication and bonding, which is a continued concern to the 
community.  
 
The recent opinion poll and our conversations with community members suggest that safety 
is an important concern in the community. It seems to be related with the relatively large 
number of car thefts reported in the region as well as the major earthquake that affected the 
community in 2011.  
 
3.2. The Neighborhood Watch Group in the Community 
The neighborhood watch group of this community is a relatively new organization. It was 
affiliated to the residents association of the community in 2013 to support newcomers by 
increasing their awareness about potential dangers in the local community. It has 27 
members, who are aged 35-65, all male. Their main activity is to patrol their community on 
foot, paying attention to illegally parked bicycles and cars as well as any unusual events. In 
addition, they greet passers-by and sometimes provide them with safety tips. Their 
voluntary activities seem to complement the safety-enhancing services provided by the local 
government, such as email services to notify recent incidents of crimes, tips for avoiding 
dangers, and so on. However, they cannot patrol everyday because most of them have day 
jobs: they patrol the community for one hour only on weekends.  
 
Another issue is that they don’t have an easy means to connect with other local community 
members. Although they often share what they find during the patrol activities with other 
members of the neighborhood watch group (e.g., by using email), it is difficult for them to 
share the information with other citizens.  
 
3.3. Motivating the Design of Participatory Tools for Local Communities   
As we came to believe that safety is one of the most important issues in this community, we 
organized two focus groups involving the members of the neighborhood watch group. The 
topics of the focus groups centered around the potential of computing technologies such as 
smartphones in enhancing safety in the community.  
 
We found that neighborhood watch members have expectations and concerns about the uses 
of computing technologies for the safety of the local community (see Table 1). One of their 
prominent expectations was to use mobile tools to share information with other citizens as 
well as within the members. There are also concerns around the sensitiveness of 
information that mobile tools may potentially capture.  
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 Topic Description 

Expectations Collecting More Information Checking the environment every day, reporting local news in a 
timely manner, and being more observant of the problems that 
elderly people may have in their domestic life 

Efficient Voluntary Work Patrolling the community more efficiently by sharing patrol 
courses 

Increased Cooperation Collecting information about the community in a cooperative 
manner, and helping other members of the community by 
notifying them of dangerous spots 

Crime Prevention Analyzing causes of crimes, and visualizing dangerous spots in 
the community 

Concerns Misperception Falsely perceiving someone as a suspicious individual 
Privacy Collecting and sharing privacy-sensitive photos of people or 

houses without permissions 
Digital Divide Excluding community members who do not have easy access to 

digital technologies, and collecting more and/or better 
information in one area than others  

Table 1. Expectations and Concerns around the Use of Mobile Tools for the Safety of the Local Community 

 
In relation to the concerns about misperception, we need to consider the questions about 
responsibility. What if the information shared with all local community members turns out 
to be wrong? Although these concerns may not be easy to address, we saw promising 
potential in participatory design environments to remedy these issues. In particular, a 
process of collaboration and negotiation within such environments can help citizens make 
informed decisions based on different viewpoints. 
 
We additionally conducted expert interviews with 4 professionals who have experiences 
working on community development projects. The objectives of these interviews are to better 
understand conventional practices of participatory urban design, which may inform the 
design of participatory computing tools for communities, and to obtain their feedback about 
our ideas of participatory computing technologies for local communities. As we go along, we 
collected valuable feedback about the ideas and usage scenarios from experts as well as 
community members. Additionally, we identified issues around information reliability, 
citizens’ privacy, and access control for different types of people. In particular, the results of 
the expert interviews suggested that reminders could be designed in workshop-like settings, 
possibly with facilitators who connect the perspectives of citizens and experts.  
 
 

4  The Community Reminder System 
Based on the focus groups and some pilots, we designed the Community Reminder system. 
Our general objective is to produce useful mobile tools for serving the community. To do so, 
we focus on safety issues in local communities. The decision to focus on safety issues is 
partly our response to the voices we heard at the focus groups and partly influenced by our 
belief that safety is one of the most important issues in the community in view of the 
historical context and the statistics related to this local community. We expect that the 
system’s technical architecture itself is generic enough to be used for not only negative 
issues such as crimes and accidents but also positive issues such as attractiveness of local 
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communities.  
 
Smartphone-based participatory sensing tools could facilitate various community members 
as well as the neighborhood watch group to collect geo-tagged safety relevant information 
easily during weekdays as well as weekends. Moreover, context-aware information delivery 
tools on smartphones could provide an easy means to share citizen-generated information in 
the community. Accordingly, such tools would potentially have positive impacts towards 
connecting the community better and improving citizen engagement.  
 
Context-aware information can be either “pushed” to mobile users via notifications or made 
available for users to access (or “pulled”) via a web service. We opted for the “push” mode of 
information delivery as it can reduce the chance that users miss important safety 
information such as a dangerous intersection in proximity. When systems “push” 
information to users, the timing and the content of information delivery should be designed 
carefully. As context sensing techniques advance and detailed contexts become detectable, it 
is crucial to design appropriate contents and behaviors around various detailed local 
contexts. We believe that this is where local community members as experts of their own 
local environments can play a significant role.  
 
Many urban and community development projects exploit shared physical artifacts such as 
large paper maps in colocated settings. Existing research (Arias et al., 2000) suggests that 
colocated collaborative design tools can be highly useful when it comes to the design for local 
communities by bringing together different stakeholders. We build on such existing research 
and practices to develop an inclusive participatory tool for designing tips, advice and 
requests, which are to be “pushed” to the smartphones of local community members. 
 
4.1. System Overview 

We have developed Community Reminder that displays to users’ smartphones reminders 
and questions appropriate to their context (Figure 1). The system acquires users' context 
such as their location and activity based on the data from smartphone sensors. Trusted 
members of the community can co-create reminders by specifying the content and context of 
each reminder using a participatory design environment. Reminders may be used to simply 
provide information, but they can also be used to request information or request performing 
physical activities. Currently, the user interface of the participatory design environment is 
tailored to support certain types of context, such as geofences, types of activities, time of day, 
and weather conditions, which have been selected based on the results of the two focus 
groups. The system can be enhanced to support other types of context by implementing 
corresponding user interface components. The overall architecture consists of three major 
components (Figure 2): 
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Figure 1. Smartphone client. Shown in (a), (b), and (c) are reminders to post a photo report and to answer 

questions about physical vicinity. Locations of reminders can be displayed along with their geofence circles as 
shown in (d). 

 

Figure 2. Overall architecture. 

Mobile client: This Android-based software runs in the background and monitors users’ 
context continuously. When the current context matches the context of certain reminders, a 
notification is issued to the user. 
 
Online repository: This is the back-end of the system and stores all relevant information 
regarding the reminders and usage data from clients. 
 
Participatory design environment: This is a tool with a tangible user interface that 
allows groups to design reminders for their community. 
 
4.2. Mobile Client 
The Mobile client continuously captures a user’s context using Community Reminder 
Engine, which is based on AWARE framework (Ferreira, 2013). In our system, users’ 
contexts can be detected based on multiple sensors and their combinations. For example, 
one could exploit users’ locations and activities (e.g., being still, walking, biking, and moving 
in vehicle), environmental conditions such as presence of rain or darkness for delivering 
information related to safety or other goals of local communities.   
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Context matching is performed locally on the phone without disclosing contextual 
information to the server. The engine runs as a background service and initiates a context 
matching process every 30 seconds. We observed that the speed of battery drain with this 
context-matching frequency was acceptable if users change smartphones on a daily basis. 
The context collected on the phone is locally broadcast to the Reminder Manager. It first 
checks for entry events into geofences, as well as contextual changes in terms of time of day, 
activity, and weather condition. When any changes are detected, the engine accesses the 
local reminder database using the geofence’s ID and the rest of the contextual information 
as keys. When the system matches a reminder to the current context, the reminder is then 
triggered via Android Notification Manager. The client makes users aware of reminders by 
showing small icons in the notification bar with sound and vibration (see Figure 1). The 
icons stay in the notification bar unless users delete them manually with a swipe gesture or 
by tapping on the “delete all” button. Therefore, users can also respond to reminders later 
(e.g., after driving). 
 
4.3. Online Repository 
The online repository stores all relevant information regarding the reminders including the 
contexts and contents of reminders. Therefore, new reminders can be pushed easily to all 
clients of the system. The repository also stores any data that are contributed by the users in 
response to reminders. These user-contributed data are stored along with location and 
timestamp information. Device IDs are hashed as a means of privacy protection. 
 
4.4. Participatory Design Environment  
Although citizens could use small personal devices to design reminders individually, we 
developed a large shared device for collaborative design since we mainly focus on reminders 
for the whole community. In particular, our participatory design environment consists of 
paper maps augmented with NFC markers, and mobile phones that are used as pointing 
devices to identify locations on the map.  
 
As shown in Figure 3, participants use these devices based on a workshop-based process, 
which has the following three steps: 

 

Figure 3. Workshop-based reminder design process.  

(1) Participants discuss local issues and write down each problem along with its location on 
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a paper map. 
(2) Participants discuss each problem and write down notification on sticky-notes. 
(3) Participants use smartphones to capture notifications digitally.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The proposed paper-based tool is designed for inclusiveness to avoid intimidating 
community members with obtrusive technologies such as large tabletop computers. Figure 4 
shows the calibration process and the usage of the tool. Using the phone, participants point 

 

 

Figure 4. Calibration process and use of our tangible map interface. During the calibration process, one can 
easily assign a geo-location to a corresponding tag by tapping on a digital map and touching the tag with the 

smartphone. 
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to a particular area on the map where they want to create a new reminder and trace over the 
area. When the phone detects the NFC markers behind the paper map, it marks the 
corresponding areas on a digital map to confirm or tweak the position of the markers. Once 
the area is confirmed, the user can specify the context (i.e., time of day, activity, if it is 
raining or not) that should trigger the reminder, as well as the content of the reminder (see 
Figure 5). The reminder itself can provide information (e.g., avoid this park after 8pm) or 
request information (e.g., has the abandoned car been collected? Yes/No). 
 
There are 9 reminder types, including the ones that provide information, request 
information, or request performing physical activities. Recipients can provide information 
by answering yes/no, single-choice, multiple-choice, Likert-scale, number-entry and text 
entry questions, or taking photos. Examples of physical activities include picking up trash. 
 

 
Figure 5. User interface to specify the context of reminders. 

5  Reminder Design Case Studies 
We conducted two case studies to explore different reminder design methods. The first case 
study exploits the proposed workshop-based reminder design process in which community 
members create reminders together in a colocated setting. The second case study is based on 
a systematic process to produce reminders by using existing information on a website. 
 
5.1. Participatory Reminder Design by Local Community Members   
To carry out the first case study, we recruited 4 members of the local neighborhood watch 
group (all male, age ranges from 30 to 60), and invited them to a workshop session. The 
participants knew one another and the workshop session lasted about 1 hour. Two 
researchers participated in the workshop as facilitators, and recorded the session by using a 
video camera and taking field notes. The facilitators first presented the paper-based 
participatory design tool and explained the purpose of the workshop. They then gave 
participants training until the participants felt comfortable enough to create reminders on 
their own. As shown in Figure 3, the workshop session itself consisted of three steps for 
identifying issues (Step 1), sketching reminders (Step 2), and creating reminders (Step 3). 
After the session, the researchers analyzed the results by transcribing the videotaped 
session and using affinity diagramming. 
 
Step 1 lasted 20 minutes, and generated a map with a sketch of possible reminders, which 
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consists of handwritten texts and drawings made during discussions. They spent time 
sharing a variety of information about the community, and communicated with other 
participants verbally and non-verbally seeking agreements and consensuses. 
 
Importantly, our results show that the participants did not simply discuss locations and 
contents of reminders. They shared their knowledge and information relevant to their 
community and determined which information is important. Then, they recorded the 
information on the map. Face-to-face collaboration helped in this process. Firstly, it allowed 
for evaluation of ideas through nuanced verbal and non-verbal feedback from others. For 
example, one of the participants tended to talk loud about his ideas sometimes without 
getting any responses from others. Such communication can filter ideas and reminders in a 
nuanced way. Secondly, ideas can develop and expand quickly through face-to-face 
communication. Although this finding may not be entirely new, it came out as an important 
benefit in reminder design as a participant’s description about the community reminds 
another participant of a relevant problem that could be notified to citizens, and also a 
participant’s identification of a problem about a dark place causes others to mark the 
locations of other dark places thereby quickly producing a reminder that an individual 
person cannot create easily.    
 
Step 2 lasted for 6 minutes, and generated a map with sticky notes that can be directly 
converted to actual contextual reminders (Figure 6a). Thanks to the division of labor, this 
step was finished quickly and participants did not have to talk much. The face-to-face 
setting however allowed participants to look at other participants’ sticky notes to learn from 
one another.  
 
Step 3 lasted for 35 minutes, and generated the 21 contextual reminders that are ready to 
use. This step was also completed quickly and participants did not talk much.  We call the 
resulting reminders CDR (Collaboratively Designed Reminders). Figure 7a shows their 
geographical distribution, and Table 1 shows their samples. As shown in Figure 8a, CDR 
consists of 15 alert messages (alert), 3 single-choice question messages (choice_1), 2 yes/no 
question messages (yn), and 1 photo-taking request (photo). According to the distribution of 
CDR in Figure 8b, participants specified geofences for all reminders, activity types for 14 
reminders, time of day for 7 reminders, and “rain or not” for 1 reminder.  Seven reminders 
have been specified to be triggered only once per user. 
 

Title Message Context Place 

Watch Kids Are there any kids playing? Night Park 

Traffic accident 
warning 

Traffic accidents happen 
frequently at this intersection. 

Once Intersection 

Suspicious 
people? A car was stolen. On foot 

The place at which 
a car was stolen 

Table 2. Samples of CDR. Original text was in Japanese. 
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(a) Design by local community members  (b) Design based on existing information 

Figure 6. Depiction of the sketches drawn on paper maps. 

 

Figure 7. Geographical distribution of reminders. 

      

(a) Distribution by type                         (b) Distribution by context 

Figure 8. Distribution of generated reminders by type and context. 

5.2. Systematic Reminder Design Based on Existing Information 
To carry out the second case study, we exploited existing information on a website that 
allows people to report problems related to living environments. The Japanese FixMyStreet 
website (FixMyStreet, n.d.) has a collection of reports describing problems such as broken 

CDR GR 

(a) Collaboratively Designed Reminders  
  (CDR) by local community members 

(b) General Reminders (GR) based on  
  existing information 
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streetlamps, which are contributed by individual smartphone and/or PC users living in 
different areas of Japan. One of the motivations for people to report problems on this 
website can be the expectation that someone might potentially solve reported issues. For 
example, cities including Handa and Chiba are exploring programs to respond to issues 
reported on this website.  
 
Two researchers examined all reports (n=806, as of July 2014) on the website independently, 
and jointly derived a list of 31 location categories (Cohen’s kappa indicates substantial 
agreement with κ=0.752, p<.005). The same procedure was followed for jointly deriving a list 
of 20 reminder categories (Cohen’s kappa indicates substantial agreement with κ=0.706, 
p<.005). We then constructed a matrix of these results (31 location categories by 20 issue 
categories) and selected the top 19 location-issue pairs with more than 8 reports (e.g., (‘park’, 
‘graffiti’), (‘sidewalk’, ‘danger’), or (‘street’, ‘disturbing public peace’)). We derived 21 general 
reminders based on these 19 pairs (see Table 2). To define the geofences of the reminders 
systematically without being influenced by designers’ personal intentions, we color-coded 
the map of the community based on the 31 location categories (see Figure 6b), and assigned 
each reminder to the corresponding color-coded area. Figure 7b shows the resulting 
geofences of the 21 reminders. Alternatively, we could use coarse location categories that are 
available as category tags on the website, and derive the contents of reminders based on the 
titles of representative web reports for each location category. In doing so, we can exploit 
text summarization techniques. Subsequently, location categories can be converted to 
geofences by using open data including geocoded datasets of local parks, streetlamps, bus 
stops, etc. Producing reminders this way requires little manual effort although they may be 
more spatially coarser-grained and general than the ones we have produced manually.  
 
It is apparent that the resulting reminders cover wider geographical area than CDR. This 
can be due to the difficulty to pinpoint the locations of reminders without local knowledge. 
Also, Figure 8a shows that this design method mainly produced reminders that ask 
questions rather than the ones that deliver information via alert messages. We could have 
potentially created alerts such as “roads have potholes,” however, such reminders were 
judged to be of little relevance to the community and not considered. Consequently, all of the 
resulting reminders are requests to check problems (see Table 2). We call them General 
Reminders (GR) since they are designed by systematically generalizing and categorizing 
existing information resources.  
 

Title Message Context Place 

Broken street lamp 
How many street lamps are broken 

on this street? 
Night Road 

Damaged street Take a photo if there is a pothole. Still Road 

Garbage check 
If you see any garbage on sidewalk, 
indicate what kind of garbage it is. 

Daytime Sidewalk 

Table 3. Samples of GR. Original text was in Japanese. 
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6  Field Study  
We eventually conducted a field study of our software using CDR and GR as described in the 
preceding section on the design case studies. The field study sought to evaluate how 
participants perceived these reminders, and whether reminder changed participants’ 
perceptions. We also sought to identify the key factors that must be considered in reminder 
design.  
 
6.1. Experimental Design 
We conducted a 28-day study of our system using both sets of reminders. After obtaining the 
approval from our institute’s internal review board, we recruited 19 participants (see Table 
3). We recruited them at the community’s annual festival and through the social network of 
a member of the neighborhood watch group. Two participants dropped out of the study, and 
for all remaining participants we collected survey, diary and interview data. Two 
participants had technical problems that stopped us from collecting data from their phones. 
 

 
Gender Age Group 

M F 30s 40s 50s 60s 70s G1 G2 

Complete 3 12 5 6 1 3 0 8 7 

No phone data 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 

Dropped out 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

Total 6 13 5 8 1 4 1 10 9 

Table 4. Overview of the participants. 

Each participant used two sets of reminders: the collaboratively designed reminders (CDR) 
and the general reminders (GR). 10 participants were shown CDR for the first 2 weeks, and 
GR for the subsequent 2 weeks (Group G1). The remaining 9 participants were shown GR 
first, then CDR (Group G2). 
 
We first explained the purpose and the general procedure of the study, and asked the 
participants to fill out the pre-study survey once they agreed to participate in the study. The 
pre-study survey was designed to collect demographic data as well as the data about their 
attitudes and knowledge related to the community and its safety. 
 
We provided smartphones (15 Nexus 5’s and 4 Galaxy S4’s) so that participants who do not 
currently own smartphones can also join the study. We presented our tools and gave them 
training until they felt comfortable enough to receive and interact with all types of 
reminders and basic functions of smartphone. We informed them that there will be two 
different sets of reminders but did not tell which one was CDR or GR.  
 
We handed a mid-point survey and a diary booklet to each participant, and explained how to 
complete them. The mid-point survey was designed to collect the data about the usability, 
usefulness and privacy concerns related to the reminders they received during the first two 
weeks. The diary booklet was designed to collect the data about the reminders they received 
on a daily basis. It also includes a 2-page cheat sheet for smartphone and system operations.  
At the 2-week point, we contacted all participants by phone or email to inform them that the 
reminder set would be switched, and asked them to fill out a mid-point survey about their 
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experiences during the first two weeks.    
 
Finally, soon after the end of the 4th week we met the participants in person and collected 
the devices, mid-point surveys, and diary booklets. The data contributed in response to the 
reminders were made available as web reports and were shown to participants to ask them 
about the usefulness of each reminder. The devices' location data have been low-pass filtered 
before they are used. Then, we asked them to fill out the post study survey. The post study 
survey was identical to the mid-point survey, but covered their experiences during the final 
two weeks. Finally, we conducted informal short interviews. 
 
Participants received 10,000 Japanese yen (approx. 100 US dollars) for compensation. They 
also received 50 Japanese yen (approx. 50 US cents) per day for making a diary entry. 
 
6.2. Results 
Seventeen participants received 4,475 reminders during the 4 weeks, and responded to 
2,167 (48% response rate). About 31% responses were given within 5 minutes, and 80% 
within 3 hours. Overall, the response rate for collaboratively designed reminders (CDR) was 
79%, and general reminders (GR) 46%. The movement of our 15 participants collectively 
covered 99% of the community’s area in 4 weeks.  
 
6.2.1. Perceptions of Reminders 
Figure 9 shows participants perceptions of reminders. Over 70% recipients perceived 
reminders as useful for both CDR and GR. Generally, CDR seems somewhat better than GR  
although the differences are not statistically significant. CDR was perceived as emphatic 
more than GR, i.e., 44% and 30% recipients thought CDR and GR are empathic, respectively. 
This is a statistically significant difference (U=61.00, p=.025). One of the participants 
commented about CDR: “I empathized [with this reminder] because I am always careful on 
this street.” Also, more than half of the participants perceived contextual reminders as 
closely related to the local community according to our quantitative results. This is echoed 
in participants’ comments about the experience of receiving CDR such as “It is good that I 
could be conscious of the local community.” Unlike GR, CDR delivered novel information 
about dangerous spots, hangout spots for kids, and improvements in the community such as 
a newly installed streetlamp. Relevance seems to influence participants’ judgments about 
credibility of reminders. When asked about reasons for judging reminders as credible, many 
participants mentioned stronger relevance to the local community as well as timeliness of 
delivery. Reasons for judging reminders doubtful include vague messages and locations.  
 
Participants noticed that GR misses important information such as school commuting 
routes that span outside the official boundary of the community. This suggests the 
limitations to the design process for GR, which does not provide an effective means to 
capture information about a specific place. However, interestingly, participants thought 
that almost half of GR contributes to a local community or society (see Figure 9). Thus, one 
can argue that exploiting existing information can be a useful approach to reminder design, 
and the participatory design process by local community members can complement it.  
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Figure 9. Participants’ perceptions of the reminders. 

 
Not surprisingly, participants disliked receiving reminders too often. Their diary comments 
suggest that they felt overloaded when they received more reminders than they can respond. 
Receiving a reminder every few minutes, for example, can be perceived as “too many” when 
driving a car but not when taking a walk. They also pointed out the need to collect more 
information from local community members via crowdsourcing. Although sending more 
reminders and requesting more crowdsourcing tasks could help collect more data, one must 
consider the tradeoff between “reminder overload” and scarcity of collected information. In 
our field study, CDR and GR position themselves differently in this tradeoff relationship, 
with CDR being more towards “less reminder overload and less collected information.” Less 
reminder overload came at the expense of less collected information, thereby potentially 
leading to slightly lower ratings in terms of perceived contribution to the local community. 
 
6.2.2. Perceived Benefits to the Community 
Participants commented on the reasons why they think they can make meaningful 
contributions to the community by responding to reminders. The comments talk about 
increased amount of information about the community, which many perceived as beneficial 
to the community. There was also a comment that their acquired tendency to be attentive to 
the local environment is itself a benefit to the community. Moreover, such tendency can lead 
to discoveries that one may want to share with others. People who are willing to participate 
in the act of creating notifications said that they wanted to share what they have discovered 
in the community. On the contrary, people who are not willing to participate imagined that 
it would be difficult to design reminders and felt that they do not have sufficient time or 
knowledge. 
 
6.2.3. Patterns of Participation 
We have analyzed the correlations between the participants’ attitudes towards community 
participation in the pre-study survey and their response rates to reminders. It is not 
surprising that the levels of interest in participating in community-improvement activities 
are moderately correlated with the actual frequency to participate in the activities of the 
local community (r.=.557, p<.01). However, the levels of such interest have no correlation 
with the response rates. We can thus expect similar response rates regardless of the initial 
levels of interest in community participation. This could be interpreted in two ways. One 
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interpretation is that our mobile tool has increased the levels of interest in community 
participation. The other interpretation is that the participation through our mobile tool is 
very easy and does not require high levels of interest in community participation. We also 
asked about the levels of interest in participating in reminder design in the post-study 
survey, and found that they are moderately correlated with the initial levels of interest in 
community participation (r=.520, p<.01). This suggests that participation in reminder 
design would require more commitments from citizens and be susceptible to the levels of 
interest in community participation. 
 

7  Discussion 
7.1. Designing Reminders for Local Communities 
Our results suggest that people may perceive both CDR and GR as useful and closely related 
to local communities even though each type of reminders has its own strengths and 
weaknesses. CDR allows for development of reminders with detailed and concrete local 
contexts, and it may support empathic communication in communities better than GR. 
Existing research (Arias et al., 2000; Björgvinsson et al., 2010; Bradwell and Marr, 2008; 
Carroll and Rosson, 2007; Carroll and Rosson, 2013; Cook, 2013; Goodchild and Glennon, 
2010; Sabiescu et al., 2014) also points to the benefits of involving citizens in design even 
though their approaches vary. Although an apparent issue with CDR is the cost to involve 
trusted local community members, GR is less costly to generate as it is based on existing 
user-generated contents rather than the collaborative efforts of local community members. 
Yet, our results show that GR shares many of the perceived benefits of CDR. Thus, our 
results suggest a complementary relationship between CDR and GR, and a potential of their 
combined uses. Locals can focus their efforts on the reminders that require local knowledge 
if GR can be used for general issues that recur at different locations in different 
communities. A major shortcoming of GR is that it is difficult to provide locally-relevant 
advice and tips, which can be complemented by CDR. Although many participatory systems 
focus on contributions by crowds, our results suggest a potential to build a more effective 
system by leveraging both crowds and trusted local experts. 
 
We have used the face-to-face participatory tool to involve local residents in reminder design. 
Research suggests that choices of communication media are important in negotiation 
(Bandura, 1992). Co-located collaboration can facilitate group decision making by fostering 
development of rapport and reducing misunderstanding among people who may not already 
have a close relationship, although they may presuppose a smaller group of participants. 
Additional benefits of co-located collaboration relate to the integrated uses of physical and 
digital objects to support the development of shared context defined by task at hand (Arias 
et al., 2000). Such integration has been a prominent approach in the HCI and ubiquitous 
computing communities (e.g., (Ishii and Ullmer, 1997)), and we believe that co-located 
shared context can be useful for designing reminders that require consensus by different 
stakeholders.  
 
We derived general reminders based on the existing information from various geographical 
areas other than the local community of interest. Yet the community members have 
perceived the generated reminders as beneficial. Although one might think that general 
reminders are simply a “cheap alternative” to CDR, our results show that general reminders 
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have their own strengths in terms of usefulness. Although locals may be experts of their own 
local contexts, it would be less likely that they are experts of everything that is needed to 
design effective reminders. A reminder for improving safety in a local community, for 
example, is a nexus of different perspectives ranging from geography and history of the 
community to public safety and computing. General reminders lead to the idea of connecting 
different viewpoints and know-hows in different local communities, thereby strengthening 
reminder environments by connecting relevant communities and supporting better practices 
beyond the boundaries of a local community. It can be useful to develop regional or even 
global repositories of general reminders, which various local communities can exploit. 
Community Reminder is not simply about increasing cohesion within local communities but 
also about creating continuities across their boundaries. 
 
7.2. Making Contextual Reminders Part of a Community 
One of the traditional approaches for residents to contribute to local communities is to join a 
residents association and collaborate with other members of the association. However, it 
often requires a major commitment to join such an association, and the percentage of people 
who participate in residents associations is decreasing in countries such as Japan. As we 
described earlier, residents can participate in the Community Reminder environment by 
co-designing reminders and/or by using the smartphone client. The latter mode of 
participation is more lightweight, requiring less time, effort and knowledge than the former. 
This lightweight mode of participation enabled people who do not participate in the 
neighborhood watch group or the residents association to contribute useful safety-related 
information in their daily lives. Thus, Community Reminder has provided novel peripheral 
experiences by exploiting mobile crowdsourcing in local communities. They are the kind of 
experiences that “offer them various forms of casual but legitimate access to a practice 
without subjecting them to the demands of full membership” (Wenger, 1998, p. 117). 
 
In our study, some participants thought of the designers of reminders when their 
smartphones displayed notifications. Some participants even became willing to play a 
designer role that is more demanding than just receiving and responding to reminders. 
Generally speaking, there are different levels of participation (Arnstein, 1969; Fischer, 
2011), and provision of migration paths towards more demanding levels are critical for 
having sufficient numbers of people at each level and thereby creating conditions in which 
cultures of participation are fostered (Fischer, 2011). Provision and awareness of such 
migration paths can be critical in improving participation and enabling meaningful 
collective action. It is then insufficient to merely provide citizens with easy-to-use mobile 
crowdsourcing tools. It can be critical that support mechanisms exist to facilitate migration 
and sustain participation. One of the key aspects that differentiate Community Reminder 
from existing crowdsourcing tools (FixMyStreet, n.d.; SeeClickFix, n.d.) is that it can 
connect users and citizen organizations such as a neighborhood watch group. Our 
experience with Community Reminder suggests that existing organizations and practices in 
local communities can facilitate and sustain participation around contextual reminders. In 
the long run, the Community Reminder environments may develop as the relationships are 
constantly negotiated between active volunteers and other community members such as end 
users of our mobile tool. Additionally, long-term usage generates historical data, which we 
can use to help designers create new reminders using statistical techniques (Sasao and 
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Konomi, 2016). 
 
7.3. Incentive Design 
Comments provided by the participants of our study suggest that the ease of 
smartphone-based inputs as well as the perception that collected information can benefit the 
community have positively impacted participation. We can support and strengthen such 
perception by providing quick feedback such as "Thank you for your contribution. It will be 
used to make this intersection safer" to increase awareness of the causal importance 
(Peterson, 1999). We also plan to incentivize participation by increasing awareness about 
self-efficacy (Bandura, 1992), sense of community (Wandersman and Florin, 2000), and 
thereby psychologically empowering users (Goncalves et al., 2014a).  
 
Members of the local neighborhood watch group created the reminders in our study. They 
are the kind of people who have been and are motivated to collect and share safety relevant 
information in the community. What this highlights is the effectiveness of the strategy to 
connect with the right group of active community members who are intrinsically motivated 
to participate. Our study also suggests that end-users may become creators of reminders 
although they could feel hesitant to do so due to lack of experience and confidence. One 
approach to encourage their participation as creators is to provide social features, or to go 
social (Bellotti et al., 2015), for the support of learning and self-efficacy. For example, we 
could provide a social networking feature that creates an additional communication channel 
to share their experiences with reminders and recommending each other ways to create and 
use reminders in effective ways. This may increase social interactions that motivate peer 
learning and sustained collaborative activities among the users and creators of contextual 
reminders. Finally, we can also consider explicit monetary and social rewards for people who 
benefit the community by creating or responding to reminders although our study focused 
on a simpler environment without such rewards. 
 
7.4. Privacy 
Although the quantitative survey results show that most participants did not feel their 
privacy was invaded or they invaded others' privacy, participants' comments suggest that a 
few participants had concerns about their location privacy, and that 4 participants had 
concerns when they responded to reminders with questions about people or requests to take 
a photo of a car. These concerns must be considered in the next round of iterative 
improvements of the system. 
 
7.5. Limitations 
The study lasted for 4 weeks and we might face further issues in longitudinal deployments 
with larger numbers of users. They might include higher "reminder overload" and methods 
to update reminders. We are yet to develop methods to transfer the environment in one 
community to another and also invite various kinds of citizens to design sessions. 
Participants' comments also suggest other technical improvements that concern battery 
conservation as well as proactive reminding (e.g., reminding X seconds/meters before one 
reaches a dangerous intersection). Although our current method for deriving general 
reminders requires someone to handle information manually, machine learning and text 
summarization techniques (e.g., (Inouye and Kalita, 2011)) could be used to minimize such a 
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burden. 
 

8  Conclusion 
As a first step towards establishing tools, processes, and practices for reminder-based 
mobile crowdsourcing in local communities, we have proposed Community Reminder, a 
platform that allows community members to design and use contextual reminders. Our 
participatory tool provided a space for sharing local information, developing and judging 
ideas, and collaborating spontaneously to generate ready-to-use reminders. Community 
members perceived that co-designed reminders (CDR) fit local contexts and create more 
empathy. General reminders (GR) were perceived to contribute to the local community as 
well although they can be produced relatively easily without face-to-face meetings. We thus 
argue for complementary uses of different design methods to incorporate different 
viewpoints and provide meaningful advice, tips and mobile crowdsourcing requests in local 
communities. 
 
We discussed the benefits of supporting different levels of participation using the 
participatory tool and the mobile clients.  Mobile crowdsourcing with the client devices 
allowed for a lightweight mode of participation in which a wider variety of community 
members can perform small voluntary work in their daily lives. We thus argue that 
Community Reminder has broadened participation in local communities by providing novel 
peripheral experiences, which could potentially change the landscape of participation 
towards achieving shared goals in the local community.  
 
Beyond addressing the limitations, we hope to iteratively improve the system in the long 
run. In particular, we intend to complement our participatory design environment with a 
mobile tool allowing for the creation of reminders on the go. We also intend to develop 
additional mechanisms to motivate participation and facilitate the usage of collected 
information by focusing on its quality, ownership, management, and ethical aspects. We 
believe that effective contextual reminders can be generated through an integrated design 
based on an emerging landscape of participation that our study suggests.   
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